
ALBERTA ENERGY AND UTILITIES BOARD

Calgary, Alberta

NOVA GAS TRANSMISSION LTD.
APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS TO CONSTRUCT
AND OPERATE NATURAL GAS PIPELINES IN Decision D 96-2
THE ZAMAISHEKILIE AREA Applications No. 951880, 951881 and 951882

1.1 Applications

Pursuant to Part 4 of the Pipeline Act, NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGTL) applied for
approval to construct and operate a meter station in Legal Subdivision 11, Section 4,
Township 119, Range 12, West of the 6th Meridian, and approximately 6 kilometres (krn) of
273.1-miIIimetre (rnrn) outside diameter (OD) pipeline from Lsd 11-4-119-12 W6M to
Lsd 1-1-119-12 W6M, 18 krn of508 mm OD pipeline from Lsd 1-1-119-12 W6M to
Lsd 1-11-117-12 W6M, and 63 krn of406.4 rnrn OD pipeline from Lsd 1-11-117-12 W6M to the
existing NGTL Zama Lake #2 Meter Station in Lsd 6-12-116-6 W6M.

1.2 Hearing

A public hearing to consider the applications was held in Calgary, Alberta, on 17 and
18 January 1996 before Board Members 1. P. Prince, Ph.D. (presiding Member), A. C. Barfett, B.
F. Bietz, Ph.D., P.BioI., and 1. D. Dilay, P.Eng. Westcoast Energy Inc. intervened to oppose the
applications. It also submitted that the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board does not have
jurisdiction to consider the applications. Novagas Clearinghouse Ltd., Novagas
Clearinghouse Pipelines Ltd., Gulf Canada Resources Limited and Ohio Resources Corporation
intervened in support of the applications.

1.3 Decision

Having considered all of the evidence, as well as the arguments relating to jurisdiction, the Board
is of the view that it has the necessary jurisdiction to consider the NGTL applications. The Board
is satisfied that there is a need for NGTL's proposed facilities, they meet all of the Board's
regulatory requirements, and are in the public interest. Therefore, the Board approves the
applications, will issue the appropriate permits immediately, and will provide a detailed report
with reasons for its decision in due course.

DATED at Calgary, Alberta, on 22 January 1996.

2~E~ ~y AND UTILITIES BOARD

/1. P. Prince, Ph.D. A. C. Barfett*
/ Board Member Board Member

B. , h.D., P.Biol.
Board Member

1. D. Dilay, P.Eng. *
Board Member

* Ms. Barfett and Mr. Dilay were not available for signature but concurred with the decision.
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NOVA GAS TRANSMISSION LTD.
APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS TO CONSTRUCT
AND OPERATE NATURAL GAS PIPELINES IN Addendum to Decision D 96-2
THE ZAMAISHEKILIE AREA Applications No. 951880, 951881, and 951882

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Applications

Pursuant to Part 4 of the Pipeline Act, NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGTL) applied for
approvalto construct and operate a meter stationin Legal Subdivision (Lsd) 11, Section4,
Township 119, Range 12, West of the 6th Meridian, and approximately 6 kilometres (Ian) of
273.l-millimetre (mm) outsidediameter (aD) pipeline from Lsd 11-4-119-12 W6M to
Lsd 1-1-119-12 W6M, 18 Ianof508 mmaD pipeline fromLsd 1-1-119-12 W6M to
Lsd 1-11-117-12 W6M, and 63 Ianof406.4 mmOl) pipeline fromLsd 1-11- 117-12W6M to
the existing NGTL ZamaLake #2 Meter Stationin Lsd 6-12-116-6 W6M. The proposed
pipeline route is shownin the attachedfigure. The proposedfacilities would connect to
upstreamfacilities in northeastern BritishColumbia (BC) (referredto as the Peggo facility and
the Pesh Creek pipeline).

1.2 Hearing

The applications were considered at a public hearing in Calgary, Alberta, on 17 and 18 January
1996with Board Members 1.P. Prince, Ph.D. (Chair), A C. Barfett, B. F. Bietz, Ph.D., P.Biol.,
and J. D. Dilay, P.Eng. sitting. Having considered all of the evidence and argument presented at
the hearing, the Board issuedDecision D 96-2 (attached)approving the applications, with a
detailed report to follow. This Addendum to Decision D 96-2 details the Board's findings and
reasons for its decision.

THOSE WHO APPEARED AT THE HEARING

Principals and Representatives
(Abbreviations Used in Report)

Witnesses

NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd. (NGTL)
F. R. Foran, Q.C.

E. Shelton, P.Eng.
K. Heffernan, P.Geol.
A. Wile, P.Eng.

Westcoast Energy Inc. (WEI)
G. K. Macintosh, Q.C.

S. Taylor, P.Geol.
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THOSE WHO APPEARED AT THE HEARING (cont)

Principals and Representatives
(Abbreviations Used in Report)

Gulf Canada Resources Limited (Gulf)
A. L. McLarty

Ohio Resources Corporation (Ohio)
A. L. McLarty

Novagas Clearinghouse Ltd. (NCL)
F. M. Saville, Q.C.

Novagas Clearinghouse Pipelines Ltd. (NCPL)
F. M. Saville, Q.C.

Alberta Energy and Utilities Board Staff
M. Bruni
K. Sharp, P.Eng.
S. Lee, P.Eng.

Witnesses

R. Lennox, P.Geol.
M. Krause

W. Rousch, P.Eng.

The following parties filed submissions but did not participate in the hearing:

Canadian Association ofPetroleum Producers (CAPP)
Beau Canada Exploration Ltd.
Phillips Petroleum Resources, Ltd.
Westcoast Gas Services Inc.
BC Gas Utility Ltd.
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1.3 Preliminary Matters

At the outset ofthe hearing, WEI argued that the Board does not havejurisdiction to consider the
NGTL applications and that the hearing should be adjourned. It submitted that NGTL1s proposed
facilities are related and integral to facilities concurrently proposed byNCL andNCPLto the BC
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and the National Energy Board (NEB), respectively. It stated that
these proposals are interprovincial in natureand should be considered as one federal undertaking
under the jurisdiction of the NEB. It submitted that onlythe NEB is ableto look properlyat
questions suchas reserves and commercial viability ofa projectwhichspanstwo provinces. It
further submitted that segmenting jurisdiction for the consideration ofthese applications could
result in inconsistent rulings, or alternatively, fetter the independence ofthe variousregulatory
bodies.

WEI noted the NEB's 12 January 1996 decision to referthe NCPL application to the Federal
Court ofAppeal in order to confinnjurisdiction. WEI requested the Board adjournhearing ofthe
NGTL applications untilthe Federal Court had ruled. It submitted that, should the Board proceed
with the hearing and subsequently approve the applications prior to the Federal Court ruling, the
Board would haveactedwithoutjurisdiction. In that case, ifthe Federal Court later ruled that the
wholeproject is from a constitutional viewpoint, federal in character, the order for approval ofthe
facilities wouldbe an order of no effect.

NGTL did not agreewithWEI'scharacterization ofNGTL's proposed facilities as being
interprovincial in nature. It stated that its proposed facilities are within Alberta, and should be
considered as a separate entity from those ofNCL andNCPL. It submitted that there have been
no inconsistent findings by anyregulator. NGTLnoted that the BC Ministry ofMunicipal Affairs
has approved the NCL application and that the NEB is prepared to consider the NCPL
application. It also noted that the NEB has decided to referonlythe jurisdictional questionto the
Federal Court ofAppeal. NGTL submitted that the Board does havejurisdiction and that it
should proceedwith the hearing.

NCL, NCPL, Gulf, and Ohio concurred withNGTL's comments and requested the Board to
proceedwith the hearing.

Following the discussion on preliminary matters, the Board decided to reserve its decision on
jurisdiction. The Board alsodecided to continue with the hearing in order to complete the record
on the applications, to allow an opportunity for allparties to presenttheir viewson the
applications as well as expand on jurisdictional matters in final argument.

1.4 Views of the Board on Jurisdiction

Withrespect to the applications beforeit, the Board acknowledges the NEB's decision to refer the
issueof jurisdiction to the Federal Court of Appeal. TheBoard has also considered the
arguments of partieson jurisdiction.
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The Board derives its regulatory authority overthe pipeline sectorfromthe Pipeline Act, Revised
Statutes of Alberta. The Act defines the Board'sauthority and responsibility to dealwith a variety
of pipeline issues within Alberta. As part of the regulatory framework underwhich the Board
discharges its responsibilities, the Board issued Informational Letter IL 90-8, on 22 June 1990.
That informational letter, entitled Procedures for the Assessment of NOVA Pipeline Applications
- Industry Review, describes a process of application and consultation applicable to new facilities
envisioned by NGTL. The process includes the submission of an annual planwhichsets out
NGTL's pipeline facility requirements andplans for the next several years.

The Board notes that the applications before it, withthe exception of the 6 km lateral, relate to
facilities that have beengenerally described inNGTL's annual plans since June of 1994. The
annual planstates that the facilities are necessary to enable development of significant reserves in
northwestern Alberta. The most recentannual plan, for 1996/97, which was submitted in June of
1995, continues to cite the applied-for facilities as being required to develop the northwestern
regionof the province. TheBoard accepts that the proposed facilities are necessary for intra
provincial development of the province's resources and essentially are an extension ofNGTL's
gathering system in Alberta (Section 3.3). The applications were properly submitted in
accordance with the Pipeline Act and all legislative andregulatory requirements ofthe Province of
Alberta.

Therefore, as the Board is charged withthe administration of the Pipeline Act, it believes it has
the necessary jurisdiction, as well as responsibility, to consider the NGTL applications in a timely
manner.

2 ISSUES

The Board believes that the issues relevant to the applications are:

• the needfor the pipelines, and
• the design and capacities of the pipelines.

3 NEED FOR THE PIPELINES

3.1 Views of the Applicant

NGTL submitted that the proposed facilities are part of its long-term planfor developing and
expanding transportation capacity in northwestern Alberta in an economic, orderly and efficient
manner as identified in its 1995/96 and 1996/97 annual plans. It noted that both CAPPand
shippers on the NGTL system are aware of thesefacilities andno concerns had beenraisedby
eithergroup. NGTL submitted that its IS-yearfirm service receipt contractwithNCL, and
NCL'scommitment of a $12 million irrevocable letter of credit, which is not conditional on
regulatory approval, supports the needfor thesefacilities.
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NGTLalso submitted that sufficient reserves exist to support the construction of the proposed
facilities. In that regard, NGTLstatedthat:

• 7.1 X 109 m3 of reserves (5.9 x 109 m3 established and 1.2x 109 m3 undiscovered) located
in Alberta nearandnortheast of the existing NGTLZamaLakeMeter Station, supportthe
406.4 mmOD pipeline,

• 4.8 x 109m3 of reserves (4.0 x 109m3 established and0.8 x 109 m3 undiscovered) located
in Alberta, support the 508 mm OD pipeline, and

• 7.8 x 109 m3 of reserves (5.6 x 109 m3 established and 2.2 x 109 m3 undiscovered) located
in BC, support the 273.1 mmOD pipeline.

NGTLindicated that these reserve estimates werebased on independent reserve studies
conducted bygeological and engineering consultants. In assessing the reserves available in BC in
supportof the 273.1 mmOD pipeline, NGTLusedthe following methodology:

• reserves already connected to the WEI system and sourgas reserves were excluded,
• reserves that producers indicated were intended to be tied into the NGTL system were

included, and
• remaining reserves were distributed using engineering judgement basedon relative

proximity to WEI'sexisting pipelines andthe proposed NCL pipeline.

NGTL submitted that while NCL's request for service had resulted in its making applications for
the facilities at this time, the facilities are also intended to eventually provide economical and
efficient transportation service to handle Alberta gas as noted in its annual plans. NGTL noted
that in its experience, construction of a newregional pipeline encourages drilling and generally
results in significant newadditional reserves. NGTLexpects reserve deliverability in
northwestern Alberta to increase within the nextfewyears andbelieves that these facilities, when
completed, will facilitate the development of those reserves. NGTLindicated that a number ofits
customers who have landholdings in this area of northwestern Alberta havein fact expressed
interest in transportation service oncethe proposed facilities are constructed. Finally, NGTL
indicated that the facilities are also positioned to move otherBC andNorthwestTerritories gas,
should NGTL's customers request that service in the future.

3.2 Views of the Interveners

WEI argued that NGTLhasnot proven the economic merits of the proposed facilities. It
submitted that the single contract withNCL, which in tum was basedon a single contractwith
Gulf, is insufficient to economically justify the project. WEIwas also concerned about the terms
of the contractbetween NGTLandNCL as the contract was not produced as evidence.

WEI did not challenge NGTL's estimate of reserves available in Alberta, but submitted that there
are insufficient reserves inBC to support the construction of the proposed facilities. It estimated
that the total established reserves in the BC area is 5.7 x 109 m3

• Thisvalueincludes both sour
and sweetgas reserves in the area, but excludes reserves located in the Helmet Field. WEI further
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stated that, of this amount, only25 per cent or 1.4x 109 m3 is not currently connected to its
pipeline system. Therefore, WEI contended that NGTL's reserveestimateof5.6 x 109 m3 BC gas
is overstated by approximately a factor of four. WEI submitted that a lack ofBC reserves is a key
deficiency in the NGTL applications. It arguedthat, althoughNGTL may eventually contract for
Albertagas in the area at sometime in the future, thereby lending support to the need for the
facilities at that time, at the present time the facilities cannotbe justifiedbased on a single contract
with Gulffor Be gas.

Gulf disagreed with WEI's positionand submitted that the proposed facilities are justified and
needed to enable Gulfto realize a return on its investment and to protect its correlativerights.
Gulf noted that WEI did not produce any evidence to support its objection, and that it neglected
to discuss the loss ofeconomic benefits in Alberta ifthe proposed facilities are not constructed.
NCL and NCPL submitted that they are confident that there are sufficient BC gas reserves to
satisfy the IS-year firm service contract. NCL also indicated that, althoughit has gas reserves in
the vicinity ofits ZamaLake gas plant in Alberta, its ability to increasethe capacityofthe gas
plant to process these additional gas volumes is limited becauseofthe restrictionson the existing
NGTL system. It believed that the proposedfacilities would allowNCL to add facilities at Zama
Lake and other locations in northernAlberta, thus allowing the orderlydevelopment ofgas
reserves in that area.

3.3 Views of the Board

The Board accepts that the proposedfacilities are an integral component ofNGTL's long-term
plans to provide economic and efficient transportation service to its customers. The Board notes
that these facilities have been generally described in NGTL's annual plans sinceJune 1994, the
date of submission ofthe 1995/96 Annual Plan to the Board. Both CAPP and shippers on the'
NGTL systemhave had an earlieropportunity to reviewthese plansand had submitted some
information requests to NGTL concerning the applied-for facilities. The Board also notes that
neither CAPP nor any shippers attendedthe hearing to raise any specific concern about these
facilities arising from their reviews.

The Board is satisfied that the contract betweenNGTL and NCL adequately demonstratesan
immediate need to commence development ofthe proposed facilities. The Board believes the
facilities, when completed, will also enhance the long-term prospectsfor the economic and orderly
development of gas reserves in northwestern Alberta.

The Board notes that WEI did not disputeNGTL'sestimate ofreservesavailable in Alberta. The
Board believes NGTL's reserveestimates appear reasonable for this region ofthe province and
concludes that sufficient reserves and furtherpotentialare ayailable to justify constructionofthe
406.4 and 508 mmOD pipelines.

With regard to the reservesavailable in the BC area, the Board notes the substantial difference
between NGTL's and WEI's estimates. TheBoard recognizes that reserveestimatescan vary
considerably as a result of engineering and geological subjectivity, and differences in
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methodology. TheBoard furthernotes that withoutadditional detailed information as to how
each estimate was done, it wouldbe difficult for the Board to conclude which estimateis more
reasonable. The Board is cognizant of the fact that WEI andNCL are potential competitorsfor
the transportation of the reserves in northeastern BC, and that reserves available to either
company may change depending on the outcomeofthat competition. Notwithstanding the above,
the Board believes that the firm service contractbetween NGTL and NCL is sufficient to indicate
that there are reasonable gas reserves or potential gas reserves to justifyconstruction ofthe
proposed facilities.

In assessing the needfor facilities suchas those being proposed, the Board believes it must take
into account the current and futureuse of those facilities in order to ensurethat both the short
term and long-term public interestare being served. Therefore, the Board does not accept WEI's
argument that it should not take into consideration the potential future use ofthe proposed
facilities.

4 DESIGN AND CAPACITIES OF THE PIPELINES

4.1 Views of the Applicant

NGTL stated that the proposedfacilities havebeen designed and will be operated in accordance
with NGTL's standards and the Board's requirements. It submitted that its design criteriaare
published in its annual plans, vetted by the Facility Liaison Committee, and acceptedby CAPP and
shippers on the NGTL system. According to NGTL, the proposedfacilities are designed to
handle current contract volumes fromNCL as wellas future gas supplies from northwestern
Alberta. The flow direction ofthe proposedNPS 16 crossover lateralmayalso be reversedwithin
two years so that the reserves fromnorthwestern Alberta will be transported, in part, south along
the Northwest Mainline whenit is completed and, in part, south alongthe existing Peace River
Mainline. NGTL submitted that this long-term facilities planfor northwestern Alberta, including
the proposed facilities, will result in a future capital cost saving of$150 million when comparedto
the alternative of adding facilities to the existing PeaceRiverMainline.

4.2 Views of the Interveners

None of the interveners raisedany concern about the design and capacities ofthe proposed
facilities.

4.3 Views of the Board

The Board is aware that NGTL's design criteriahistorically take into consideration the input from
CAPP and shippers on the NGTL system. TheBoard notes that these criteriaare fully described
in NGTL's annual plans madeavailable to CAPP, shippers and others for comment. The annual
plansare also filed with the Board eachyear and madeavailable to anyinterested parties. The
Board notes that no specific concerns about these criteria or the technical design ofthese
proposed facilities were raised at the hearing. TheBoard also notes that no environmental issues
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were identified eitherwithNGTL's Conservation andReclamation application to Alberta
Environmental Protectionor at the hearing. TheBoard is satisfied that there are no outstanding
technical deficiencies or environmental concerns associated with the NGTL applications and that
the proposed facilities meet all of the Board'srequirements.

5 DECISION

The Board has considered all of the evidence regarding the applications. TheBoard is satisfied
that there is a needfor NGTL's proposed facilities, that they meet all of the Board's regulatory
requirements, and that they are in the public interest. Therefore, the Board approves the
applications, and directsthat the appropriate permits be issued.

DATED at Calgary, Alberta, on 4 April 1996.

ALBERTA ENERGY AND UTILITIES BOARD

/I 0 ()
I/./. ~/IJ

@.Prince, Ph.D.
Board Member

·1

1. D. Dilay, P.Eng.
Board Member

B. F. Bietz, Ph.D., P.Biol.
Board Member
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